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Abstract. Nowadays, an abundance of sensors are used to collect very large da-
tasets containing spatial points which can be mined and analyzed to extract mean-
ingful patterns. In this article, we focus on different techniques used to summa-
rize and visualize 2D point clusters and discuss their relative strengths. This arti-
cle focuses on patterns which describe the dispersion of data around a central 
tendency. These techniques are particularly beneficial for detecting outliers and 
understanding the spatial density of point clusters. 
1 Introduction 
Visualizing and analyzing collections of very large datasets which contain massive 
amounts of data is now a real problem. A common first step is to identify and define 
data clusters. Each group, called a cluster, consists of objects that are similar to one 
another and dissimilar to objects of other groups [2]. A second classical step is to sum-
marize and describe the contents of each cluster using statistical or artificial intelligence 
tools. These tools produce more compact graphical representations of the data known 
as patterns. These patterns are useful for different problems such as: 
─ Visual analysis of data to compare the patterns of different clusters 
─ Outlier detection where data not included in a pattern can be identified 
─ Better understanding of changes in space and time 
In the geographical domain, the increasing use of GPS and other tracking technologies, 
the development of monitoring systems and the emergence of crowdsourcing have dra-
matically increased the volume of spatio-temporal data. Clustering techniques and pat-
tern summaries are therefore essential to understand and analyze such data as well as 
for the detection of outliers. Geographical datasets are complex with points generally 
consisting of a pair of correlated values (latitude, longitude) or (X, Y) linked to a refer-
ence system. Altitude and temporal values can also form part of the complete coordi-
nate. 
Many techniques for clustering this type of complex data have been proposed [2] [6]. 
Several patterns and statistics can be defined to describe the data contained in clusters. 
  
For example, the density of a cluster, according to spatial units can be calculated. Sim-
ilarly, the dispersion of data around a central tendency can be used to describe the clus-
ter of points. Other techniques, such as home range kernel density [17], combine these 
approaches to describe the density of animals in their home range (the area where an 
animal lives and travels). This article focuses on using dispersion patterns around a 
central tendency to produce a compact representation for describing a point cluster us-
ing the following criteria: 
─ The central tendency which describes the normal location of point 
─ The spread of a cluster without outlier points 
─ The orientation of the point cluster which is linked with the correlation between X 
and Y value of the points 
─ The shape of the distribution which indicates if the distribution is symmetric or 
asymmetric 
Using these criteria, the following important tasks can be completed effectively: 
─ Evaluation of a set of points 
─ Visual analysis of point clusters 
─ Outlier detection 
─ Comparison of point clusters from different types of objects (two different popula-
tions for example) or at different periods 
─ Detection of breakpoints where statistical behaviour changes 
 
Fig. 1. A point cloud 
Often, it is challenging to determine which pattern is the most appropriate and descrip-
tive for a particular data set. Therefore, in this paper we describe the merits of several 
existing techniques to define a compact representation of 2D point clusters. This com-
pact representation is then used to visualize and understand the spatial density of a point 
cluster taking its shape and symmetry into account. The more precise and concise the 
pattern is, the easier it is to handle point clusters. To illustrate and compare these tech-
niques and processes, we apply each one to the same point cloud shown in figure 1. 
  
This point cloud contains 519 real geographic points, grouped into a single cluster. Each 
point is therefore described by its longitude and latitude coordinates. Some points can 
immediately be identified as outliers. For such point clusters, it is common to add a 
boundary of normality around certain points, called a fence, which permits the online 
classification of new points as they are added to the dataset. In this paper, we present 
some classical methods for defining this area of normality for 2D point datasets, discuss 
the relative benefits of each and present a new approach, which adapts the traditional 
box plot for use with 2D point data. This article focus on cluster of points with regular 
shape without holes and large concavities. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents patterns used to 
describe the normal distribution. In Section 3, patterns employed to analyze an asym-
metric distribution are introduced. Section 4 describes extensions to the traditional Box 
Plot for analyzing 2D data. Section 5 presents several hybrid patterns which are also 
used for 2D data. In Section 6, the Oriented Spatial Box Plot (OSBP) which describes 
clusters of spatial points by extending the traditional Box Plot is presented. Finally, 
Section 7 summarizes the research and presents some interesting areas for future re-
search. 
2 Patterns for a normal distribution 
The normal distribution is the most prominent probability distribution in statistics 
which describes the central tendency of data. Only two parameters summarize this dis-
tribution: the mean as central tendency and the variance or standard deviation which 
measures how far a set of values spread. For this distribution, fences are not fixed by a 
rigid mathematical definition but usually represented by a distance of 2 or 3 standard 
deviations from the mean. With this distance, outliers represent 5% or 0.3% of the da-
taset. For point data in the form of (X, Y) or (X, Y, Z), the multivariate normal distri-
bution which generalizes the one-dimensional normal distribution to higher dimen-
sions, could be employed. Multivariate normal distributions are described by a mean 
vector and a covariance matrix. For the example points depicted in figure 1, the covar-
iance matrix is presented in table 1. If a statistical relationship exists between coordi-
nates, the covariance matrix is not a diagonal one and the coordinates must be consid-
ered simultaneously. If covariance is close to zero, coordinates are uncorrelated and 
each coordinate can be examined separately. Otherwise, the Pearson's Correlation Co-
efficient of coordinates, also called correlation coefficient (Equation 1), reflects the di-
rection of the linear relationship between coordinates. 
Table 1. Covariance matrix of the point cluster 
var(X) covar(X,Y) 
 
10.0421 10-7 7.2086 10-7 
covar(X,Y) var(Y) 7.2086 10-7 7.1730 10-7 
 
  
For the example points shown in figure 1, the latitude and longitude are correlated and 
the value of the correlation coefficient is 0.8493. This value represents the strength of 
this positive linear relationship. 
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A Standard Deviational Ellipse (SDE) or a Cross of Dispersion [8] extends the normal 
distribution for two values. This 2-Dimensional pattern describes the dispersion of spa-
tial data around the mean. The orientation of the ellipse is defined according to the 
correlation between X and Y and the length of the two axes is defined according to 
standard deviations. In the same way as for normal distribution, where the two axes are 
defined with 2 standard deviation values, outlier points outside the ellipse represent 5% 
of the dataset. Figure 2.a gives an example of an SDE. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Standard Deviational Ellipse (SDE) for the point cluster  
(b) Minimum convex polygon (MCP) for the point cluster (95%) 
3 Usual patterns for asymmetric distribution 
The SDE is not a robust method; a SDE can only be used with symmetric distributions 
close to a normal distribution. For example, if the distribution is asymmetric, the mean 
is different to the median and so the mean is not a good central tendency estimator and 
median is preferred. In the same way variance must be replaced by quartile. To measure 
the symmetry of distribution, skewness is employed. If the distribution is symmetric 
then the mean is equal to the median and the distribution will have a close to zero skew-
ness (figure 3.b). If skewness is negative, the left side (left tail) is longer than the right 
side (figure 3.a). Reciprocally, if skewness is positive, the right tail is longer (Figure 
3.c). 
For the cluster sample depicted in figure 1, the histograms shown in figure 4 show that 
longitude is more asymmetric than latitude. Indeed, the skewness of longitude is -0.818 
  
and the skewness of latitude is -0.149. Unfortunately the skewness of the two coordi-
nates cannot be studied at the same time. Nevertheless, these two values show that the 
point distribution is asymmetric. 
 
Fig. 3. . Skewness and shape of the distribution 
 
Fig. 4. Histograms of longitude and latitude 
The second class of pattern often used to summarize a point cluster is a Minimum Con-
vex Polygon (MCP) [9]. The MCP is the smallest convex polygon around the dataset. 
Figure 2.b illustrates the MCP of the point cluster with a value of 5% for outlier data. 
To eliminate outliers, the simplest method by peeling is to exclude points sequentially 
that are farthest from a central tendency [7]. Another method called Nearest Neighbour 
Convex Hulls (NNCH) aggregates points. For example,[4] propose to aggregate small 
MCPs with k-1 nearest neighbours. This last pattern is not convex and holes are possi-
ble. MCP and derived patterns are often employed to define the home range. Unfortu-
nately, these patterns are not compact representations. A large subset of points could 
define the fence. Moreover, MCP and derived patterns are very complex to compute. 
Some proposals combine SDE and MCP to study the evolution of phenomena during 
time or to compare two different clusters [15]. 
  
4 Box Plot Extensions 
For one dimensional data, when the dataset does not belong to any particular statistical 
distribution and when gaps between the mean and median values are important, the Box 
Plot [14] is a useful descriptive pattern. This kind of distribution is very common for 
spatial data points.  
 
Fig. 5. A Box Plot of one dimension dataset 
The Box Plot graphically describes groups of numerical data using five important sam-
ple percentiles: 
─ The sample minimum (smallest observation) 
─ The lower quartile (Q1) 
─ The median 
─ The upper quartile (Q3) 
─ The sample maximum (largest observation) 
50% of data are between Q1 (the lower hinge) and Q3 (the upper hinge). To identify 
outlier data, the interquartile range (IQR) is used. IQR is a measure of dispersion and 
is equal to the difference between the upper and lower quartiles (Q3 − Q1). An outlier 
datum is defined as the lowest datum still within 1.5 IQR of the lower quartile (Q1-1.5 
IQR), or the highest datum still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile (Q3+1.5 IQR). The 
1st decile and the 9th decile are also often used as a boundary, called the whiskers or 
the fences. Figure 5 shows the Box Plot bounded by Q1 and Q3, with median values 
inside the box and the whiskers. 
  
 
Fig. 6. . Shape of the distribution and Kurtosis 
Box Plots are useful for visualizing and comparing the shape and “peakedness” of a 
distribution which is generally described by Kurtosis. Kurtosis is classed as leptokurtic 
with a high Kurtosis distribution (value >1) characterized by sharper peaks and longer, 
fatter tails (figure 6.c). Reciprocally, a low kurtosis distribution (value <1) has a more 
rounded peaks and shorter, thinner tails and the kurtosis is described as platykurtic (fig-
ure 6.a). The Kurtosis value of normal distribution is 1 and characterized as mesokurtic 
(figure 6.b). The Box Plot can effectively describe shapes using the IQR, while the SDE 
and MCP can be extended to incorporate shape through the addition of a second ellipse 
or bag containing 50% of points. However these approaches are only capable of de-
scribing data in a 1D distribution. 
 
Fig. 7. (a) The two rectangles and one median point defined by the Rangefinder Box Plot 
method (b) Bagplot for the point cluster 
The Box Plot pattern can be extended to several dimensions (Rangefinder Box Plot [1]), 
only if values of each dimension are not correlated. Unfortunately, if coordinates are 
correlated, the N-dimensional Box Plot is too large. Figure 7.a presents a 2-dimension 
Box Plot. Since some parts of this cube are very empty (left upper corner and right 
lower corner in this example), it can be seen that this box plot does not fit very well for 
correlated point coordinates. 
  
5 Hybrid Patterns for Analyzing 2D Points 
To improve these classical 2D patterns, their respective advantages have been com-
bined to provide mixed solutions. For example, a Bagplot [12] summarizes the cluster 
by a depth median consisting of a bag containing 50% of points and a fence (magnifying 
the bag by a factor 3). Figure 7.b gives an example of a Bagplot applied to the original 
set of points described in figure 1. This representation mixes the MCP and Box Plot 
approaches and visualizes the location, the shape, the spread, the correlation and the 
skewness. Unfortunately, two large sets of points are necessary to define the bag and 
the fence which make it an impractical approach which is difficult to manipulate.  
Similar to the Bagplot, the Quelplot (a quarter elliptic plot) [5] replaces the ellipses by 
four separate quarter ellipses matched on their major and minor axes. A Quelplot is a 
compact pattern to summarize an asymmetric dataset. However, this approach estimates 
parameters to compute the hinge and the fence according to statistical model assump-
tions, rather than the real dataset. Asymmetric real data distribution is modelled as a 
complex deformation of a normal distribution. Figure 8.a shows the Quelplot for the 
example point cluster. 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Quelplot for the point cluster  
(b) Barycenter, Medoid and Geometric median for the point cluster 
6 Box plot extension and Oriented Spatial Box Plot (OSBP) 
A Box Plot is the most popular pattern to summarize a distribution. Several extensions 
of the Box plot have been proposed [11] [18]. Unfortunately, the Box Plot is not suited 
for 2D data. [16] proposes a Bivariate Box Plot, defined by a pair of trapeziums ori-
ented in the direction of a single fitted axis. Unfortunately, trapeziums are defined ac-
cording to the X-axis. 2 edges are parallel to the y-axis. For points, the X-axis and the 
Y-axis are equally important. If the X-axis is switched with the Y-axis, the resulting 
pattern is very different. This article defines a new 2D Box Plot. As other 2D Box Plots, 
this pattern translates the 5 summary values to 2D including:  
  
- Central tendency 
- A central rectangular box that encompasses 50% of the data 
- A rectangular fence that separates the normal data from potential outliers 
This Oriented Spatial Box Plot (OSBP) minimizes the size of these two rectangles. 
The orientation of these rectangles is defined using the variance between coordinates. 
Figure 9 provides an overview of the steps used to compute the OSBP1, while the fol-
lowing sections describe the process in more detail. A maritime application of OSBP is 
proposes in [3]. 
 
Fig. 9. Process used to define the Oriented Spatial Box Plot 
6.1 Central tendency 
In the 1-D Box Plot concept, the central tendency [13] of the dataset is represented 
using the median value. For 2D values, three different approaches can be used to define 
and visualize this tendency. First of all, the mean point of all the points in all of the 
coordinate directions is called the Barycenter. It is computed using the arithmetic mean 
of all the points of the cluster and so is very sensitive to outliers. Another approach 
computes and combines median values for each coordinate to create a geometric me-
dian. While, the geometric median can be used to resolve the issue of outliers, the geo-
metric median does not correspond to a real point in the cluster.  
Finally, another way to define the central density of a point cluster is to use the value 
of the medoid. The medoid is the point of the cluster whose average distance to all the 
points in the cluster is minimal. The geometric median is faster to compute but repre-
sents a virtual point, whereas the medoid represents a real point. Moreover, if the shape 
of the cluster is particular; with a large hole or the shape of cluster contains a deep 
concave; the geometric median could be distant to other points. Figure 8.b highlights 
these three particular points. The geometric median is represented as a yellow square, 
the medoid of the cluster of points is represented as an orange triangle and the Bary-
center is highlighted with a red circle. In this particular example, the different reference 
points are very close together, however, the Medoid is the only point that corresponds 
to a real point of the cluster. 
                                                          
1 The following patterns have been computed using the R environment for statistical computing and 
graphics display (www.r-project.org) 
  
6.2 Define angle 
Edges of the classical 2D Box Plot are parallel to an axis. The four edges of Rangefinder 
Box Plot are parallel to the axes while for the Bivariate Box Plot only two axes are 
parallel to the X axes. To minimize the size of the 2D Box Plot and to fit the two rec-
tangles to the shape formed by the points of cluster, this parallel constraint is removed. 
So, the orientation of rectangles needs to be defined.  
 
Fig. 10. (a) The best fit straight line for the point cluster of the example (b) 2D Box Plot to the 
cluster of rotated points 
Pearson's correlation coefficient (ρ) between coordinate values is chosen as the key 
factor. This coefficient is easy to compute and frequently used for this kind of problem, 
for example, it is used for Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Indeed, the original 
concept of Pearson [10] was to determine a straight line to represent the best fit for a 
set of data points. In this Oriented Box Plot problem, the idea is to define a rectangle 
which best fits the points of a specific cluster. This coefficient is symmetric (ρX,Y= ρY,X). 
Unfortunately, this coefficient is not robust, if a large set of outliers are present. Nev-
ertheless, for common point clusters, the number of outliers is generally small. To trans-
late the Oriented Box Plot problem to a Rangefinder Box Plot with edges parallel to the 
axes, a rotation transformation is used. The angle of rotation (ϴ) is the same as the angle 
between the X axis and the first principal component of PCA (Equation 2). 
 𝜃 = tan−1 (
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑋,𝑌)
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑋)
) (2) 
For the example, the value of ϴ is 11.56°, Figure 10.a shows the best fit straight line 
for this point cluster. 
6.3 Rotation transformation 
Classically, the coordinates of the point after rotation (x′, y′) can be computed using 
these formulae:  
  
 𝑥′ = 𝑥 cos(𝜃) − 𝑦 sin(𝜃) (3) 
 𝑦′ = 𝑥 sin(𝜃) + 𝑦 cos(𝜃) (4) 
These axes are also called the first principal direction (X’) and the orthogonal direction 
(Y’). After this rotation, the first principal direction is horizontal. In the same way, the 
value of ρX,Y is equal to zero. The new coordinates of points after the rotation can be 
easily examined separately.  
6.4 Compute 2D Box Plot 
In this step, the Box Plot as x’ and the Box Plot y’ are separately computed. The process 
is the same as the Rangefinder Box Plot process with 2.5% of outlier data. When 2.5% 
are chosen: 
─ 1.25% of outlier point is above of the fence rectangular 
─ 1.25% is below 
─ 1.25% is at the right 
─ 1.25% at the left 
The 1.25% value is used in the same way as in the central rectangular. This 2D Box 
Plot is similar to the Rangefinder Box Plot. The edges of the two rectangles are parallel 
to X’ and Y’ axis. Figure 10.b shows the Box Plot for the X’ axis (above the plot) and 
the Box Plot for the Y’ axis (right of the plot). These two Box Plots are combined to 
define the fence and the central rectangles. The medoid which is a real point of the 
cluster is used to define the central tendency. 
6.5 Inverse rotation process 
The last step is straightforward and involves using the inverse rotation transformation 
to rotate the points and box plot back to the original coordinate system. The corner 
coordinates of the two rectangles are computed using these formulae:  
 𝑥 = 𝑥′ cos(−𝜃) − 𝑦′ sin(−𝜃) (5) 
 𝑦 = 𝑥′ sin(−𝜃) + 𝑦′ cos(−𝜃) (6) 
In figure 11.a, the result of the inverse rotation transformation on the two rectangles is 
shown. 
Overall, it has been demonstrated how these steps extend the Box Plot concept 
to two dimensional data. An OSBP has the same properties for 2D data as the Box Plot 
for 1D data. The OSBP pattern summarizes and visualizes important information about 
the statistical distribution of a point cluster. The central tendency is enhanced using the 
medoid value. The surface of the rectangular fence effectively summarizes the spread-
ing of the cluster. The shape or the “peakedness” of the distribution can be observed by 
examining the ratio between the surface of the fence and the surface of central rectangle 
(surface (central rectangular) / surface (fence rectangular)). If this ratio is close to 1, a 
large part of data is grouped around the medoid and the distribution tails could be 
longer. If this ratio is close to 0, the distribution is more uniform. Moreover, the distance 
  
between the edges of the two rectangles (d1, d2, d3, d4) can be used to observe the 
asymmetric criteria. Figure 11.b shows that distances d1 and d2 are different. For X’, 
the distribution is asymmetric but for Y’, the distances d3 and d4 are very close indi-
cating the distribution is symmetric. In the same way, distance between medoid and 
edges can also be employed to determine the skewness and kurtosis of the point cluster. 
Finally, it is easy to identify outlier points which are plotted outside the rectangular 
fence.  
 
Fig. 11. (a) Oriented Spatial Box Plot for the point cluster  
(b) Distances between edges of rectangles 
Within this process, one problem remains. The values of 50% of data outside 
the central rectangular and 5% outside the fence rectangular are upper estimates. In-
deed, an outlier could for example, fall below the fence rectangle (bottom limit outlier) 
and also to the right of the fences (right limit outlier). This point is then considered as 
an outlier twice, as illustrated in the orange circle of figure 11.b. Empirically, the outlier 
percentage is closer to 4.5% than 5%.  
6.6 Taking time into account as a third dimension. 
The OSBP concept can be extended to 3D datasets such as positions (x,y,t) clouds. 
Considering time (t) as a third dimension uncorrelated with the spatial one (x,y), an-
other 1D time Box Plot can be separately computed for the positions dataset. The time 
dimension can then be visualized in 3D as the Z axis. This visualisation is usually called 
a space-time cube. The inner and outer fence of the OSBP and the time Box Plot are 
merged together. It produces a new 3D boxplot named OSTBP (Oriented Spatio-Tem-
poral Box Plot) illustrated in figure 12. The inner green parallelepiped is fully included 
into the outer red parallelepiped fence. As explained in section 6.1, the central position 
of the OSBP shown in orange in figure 12 is not a real position of the dataset as it 
corresponds to the geometric median merged with the median time. The OSTBP gives 
  
interesting visual feedback about the spatial and temporal density spreading and sym-
metry around a central tendency. 
 
Fig. 12. Oriented Spatio-Temporal Box Plot for a position cluster 
7 Conclusion 
In this article several point patterns have been described. Table 2 summarizes each pat-
tern by describing the data which each approach can effectively analyze. The table 
shows the classical solutions, SDE and MCP cannot summarize an asymmetric corre-
lated coordinate cluster.  
Table 2. Comparative summary of SDE, MCP and Box Plot 
 SDE MCP 
Rangefinder 
Box Plot 
Bagplot Quelplot OSBP 
Central point + - + + + ++ 
Asymmetry distribution - + + ++ ++ ++ 
Kurtosis (shape) - - - +++ + ++ 
Compact pattern ++ - ++ - + ++ 
 
Similarly, some techniques rely on a combination of statistical model distributions to 
synthesize the point cluster density which is not relevant for skewed point clusters. 
  
Generally, the techniques fail to fully consider 2D correlated datasets, such as spatial 
data which poses an additional challenge. The Quelplot and the OSBP are interesting 
patterns which do address these requirements. In this paper, we focus on examining the 
interesting visual properties of the Box Plot concept to highlight the statistical proper-
ties of the numeric variables and extend the approach for 2D correlated point data using 
a new concept, the OSBP. The OSBP concept has been extended to 3D positions with 
time as the third dimension (OSTBP). The spatial and temporal behaviour can then be 
observed by comparing how the OSTBP changes over time (shape, spreading, sym-
metry). Consecutive 3D OSTBP can be connected together in order to generate a new 
OSTBP spatio-temporal pattern that synthesizes the spatio-temporal behaviour of a 
group of trajectories [3].  
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